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United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation

• Scientific Committee of UN General Assembly

• Assess levels, effects & risks of ionizing radiation

– identify emerging issues

– evaluate levels and effects

– improve knowledge

for  General Assembly, scientific community & public
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International radiation safety regime
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“One stop shop” for scientific information

� UNSCEAR 2006 report
Summary report to General Assembly (A/61/46) 
and five scientific annexes for publication
– Volume I: (published April 2008)

• Cancer epidemiology
• Non-cancer epidemiology

– Volume II: (published July 2009)
• Non-targeted and delayed effects
• Effects on immune system
• Sources-to-effect assessment of radon risks

� UNSCEAR 2008 report
Summary report to General Assembly (A/63/46) 
and five scientific annexes for publication

– Volume I: (published August 2010)
• Medical exposures

• Public and occupational exposures

– Volume II: (expected late 2010)
• Exposures in accidents

• Radiation effects of Chernobyl accident

• Effects on non-human biota
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Exposure to natural sources

Source: UNSCEAR 2008 Report
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Variability in exposure
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Key elements regarding risk 
UNSCEAR 2006 report

• No evidence for risks other than lung cancer

• Dose conversion factor

– Dosimetric approach (UNSCEAR)

– Epidemiological approach (ICRP)

• In 2000 report, factor of 2 not considered significant

• Latest miner data closer to UNSCEAR

• Residential data from then 20 studies consistent

• 9 nSv per Bq h m-3 continued to be used

• Wait for ICRP to reevaluate dose conversion factor, 
then adopt for next public exposure assessment

• 16% ERR at 100 Bq/m3 within factor of 3

• 90% risk in average population exposure to smokers
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Radon levels – 2006 Report: Annex E

� Builds on UNSCEAR 2000
– “typical” outdoors 10 Bq/m3 (1 – 100 Bq/m3)

– “typical” indoors 30 Bq/m3 (10 – 1000 Bq/m3)

� Considers:
– Responses to UNSCEAR survey in 2001, 2004 & 2006

– Reports of national authorities from UNSCEAR delegates

– Scientific (peer reviewed) literature

� UNSCEAR 2006 did not consider “grey” literature 
(e.g. conference proceedings) 

� World radon map developed in support of WHO 
international radon project includes “grey” literature
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Sources of Data
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Data quality objectives approach to IRP database

� Initial valuation used to classify source reliability:

– Journal publication

– UNSCEAR surveys

– Conference proceedings, internal report

– WHO 2006 survey

– Personal communication

� However, for assessing reliability of national indoor 

radon levels, above classification does not work well,

since most information published in ‘grey literature’

� Each reference considered in context of “supporting a 

national Average Radon Level”
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Radon levels – UNSCEAR/WHO IRP

� Current working database on indoor radon 
levels includes information from 67 
countries representing nearly 80% of 
world’s population

� Extent and quality of data varies greatly 
between countries and regions

� Envisage UNSCEAR can improve survey 
approach and move to web-based format

however
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Challenges - 1

� Sparse data 

(limited spatial coverage in most countries);

� Data biased

(most measurements in problem areas);

� Very few countries have 

statistically based radon distribution

� Implicit assumptions about conversion

between radon and its decay products

• nominally f
eq

= 0.4, likely ok for Canada and US (northern 

countries); may be ? for other countries;
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Annual variability in Rio de Janeiro 
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Average indoor radon activity

concentration in German 

counties

and

Cumulative (collective) radon 

exposure of the population in 

German counties

Jung et al.

Population weighted distributions
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Challenges - 2

� Risks from exposure indoors only 

or total indoor and outdoor? 
(in many areas, significant exposure from outdoor radon)

� What is a high background area?

� In some countries/regions, thoron may 

confound radon levels

� Once data collected, how to interpret
(interpolating, averaging, combining pathways)
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Radon concentration in 

soil gas of sedimentary rocks

• according to 
geological age

• according to 
rock type

Jung et al
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Interpolating radon exposure

• Natural environment

– county

– geology

– soil moisture

– morphological situation

– soil gas

• Living habits

– frequency of entrance

– opening of windows

– opening of door

• Building characteristics

– basement

– construction type

– building age

– building material

– house type

– moisture protection

– Drainage layer

• For example, Jung et al established frequency 

distributions for radon exposure in German 

homes using variety of different parameters:

Can UNSCEAR apply something similar for the world?
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UNSCEAR’s priorities 2009-2013

� Strategic objective:
– Increase awareness and deepen understanding 

among authorities, scientific community and civil 

society with regard to levels of radiation and related 

health and environmental effects as sound basis for 

informed decision-making on radiation-related issues

� Thematic priorities:
– include natural sources of exposure including 

especially radon
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Strategy ahead

� UNSCEAR committed to improve data 
collection, analysis and dissemination

– Clarify use and interpretation of data

– Improve data structure, taxonomy, quality 
guidelines and instructions
(recognizing there will always be variability in responses)

– Target specific countries and regions

– Create small expert group to peer review

– Establish national contact points

– Develop electronic solutions

– Collaborate with other networks 
(WHO, IAEA, UNEP, EC, etc.)
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Draft General Assembly resolution

• Welcomes the Scientific Committee’s new strategy to improve 

data collection, encourages in this regard Member States, the 

organizations of the United Nations system and non-

governmental organizations concerned to provide further data 

about doses, effects and risks from various sources of radiation, 

which would greatly help in the preparation of future reports of the 

Scientific Committee to the General Assembly, and further 

encourages the International Atomic Energy Agency, the 

World Health Organization and other relevant organizations to 

establish and coordinate with the Secretariat the 

arrangements for periodic collection and exchange of data

on radiation exposures of workers, the general public, and, in 

particular, medical patients.
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Conclusions

• UNSCEAR 

– approved strategy

– reflected in report to General Assembly

– and now in Assembly (and IAEA GC) resolutions

• Strategy to improve data collection for 

UNSCEAR assessments
– to underpin future programmes of international organizations

– for Member States to benchmark

– for public information 

– for scientists.

• Further information on website

http://www.unscear.org
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Contact details

Malcolm Crick

Secretary of UNSCEAR

Vienna International Centre

Wagramerstrasse 5

P O Box 500

A-1400 Wien, AUSTRIA

Tel: +43-1-26060-4330

Fax: +43-1-26060-7-4330

Email: malcolm.crick@unscear.org

Web: www.unscear.org


